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The Greek economy is a growing economy
16%

4%

The world's 56th most developed
economy
The 17th developed economy among
European countries
80%

The 40th developed economy globally
Composition of the Greek economy

The Greek economy is a diversified economy that
depends mainly on service sector

Service Sector
Industrial Sector
Agriculture Sector
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Agriculture sector
- Greece

is the largest producer of cotton and pistachios, the second largest
producer of rice and olives, the third largest producer of almonds,
tomatoes and watermelons and the fourth largest producer of tobacco
among European Union’s countries
- The agriculture sector employs around 12.4% of Greek labor force
- Greece focuses on smart and organic agriculture. The increase in organic
agriculture is the largest among European Union’s countries

Tourism sector
- Greece attracts more than 16 million tourists annually
- The tourism sector contributes 18.1% to Greece’s GDP
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Pharmaceutical sector
- Second largest sector in

the country

- It provides around 26,000 jobs directly and a further 87,000 jobs
indirectly
- The pharmaceutical industry is expected to expand to 8.06 billion USD

Telecommunication sector
The Information Communications Technology (ICT) sector in
Greece offers several opportunities due to:
-

- High demand for automation and digitalization in the Greek
public and private sectors
- Skilled workforce, educated in high-quality technical
institutions with global experience and entrepreneurial talent
- The support of ICT initiatives (incubators, R&D centers, coworking spaces etc.)
- Solid ICT infrastructure
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Construction and infrastructure sector
- 16 projects completed at a
total cost of 2 billion euros
- Many other large projects
under construction such as
the supply of pipeline
infrastructure project with a
total expected cost of 21.4
billion euros and the project
is expected to end in 2022

- However, there is still a
need for other projects
especially in the fields of
waste management and
tourism
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Maritime Sector
- Greece has the largest merchant
navy in the world, accounting for
more than 17.3% of the world's
total deadweight tonnage (dwt)
- The Greek merchant navy's total
dwt of nearly 245 million
- Greece represents 39.52% of all of
the European Union's dwt
- Greece is ranked second in the
world by number of ships (4371)
- Greek companies have 22.6% of
the world's tankers and 16.1% of the
world's bulk carriers (in dwt).
- Shipping accounts for 6% of
Greece’s GDP, employs about
160,000 people (4% of the
workforce)
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Relationship

Arab-Hellenic Relationship

- The top Arab countries on

the exporting list from
Greece are Lebanon,
Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Libya,
United Arab Emirates and
Algeria
- The top Arab countries
that Greece imports from
Saudi adipiscing
Arabia elitand Gulf
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,are
consectetuer
Region countries

Arab-Hellenic Relationship

- Arab countries have good positions in terms of number of vessels, headed by UAE ranked as number 25
with a total number of vessels of 895, followed by Saudi Arabia as number 26 with 286 vessels and Qatar as
number 34 on the list with a total number of vessels of 119.
- According to Maritime Connectivity Index, Arab countries positions improved in the past few years
especially UAE, Morocco and Egypt.

Greece is the Arab gate to
the European Union
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- Arab countries are at the top of the list of trading partners with European Union: Saudi Arabia ranked as number
12, United Arab Emirates ranked as number 13, Algeria number 19, Morocco number 25, Egypt number 27, Tunisia
number 31, Qatar number 33, Iraq number 36, Libya number 42 and Kuwait as number 44
- Greece’s geographical position as a gateway between East and West attracts investments in logistics and transport
to take advantage of these increasing trade flows in an efficient and cost-effective manner

Transforming Greece ports into
regional logistics hubs
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The main port of Greece, Piraeus:
- Large port with significant
capacity both as a container
port and as a car terminal
- Close to the main
Mediterranean
maritime
route (210 nm)
- Provides access to a large
logistics center in Thriassio
and a high-speed cargo train
route leading into Europe
- Premium import point from
manufacturing
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,the
consectetuer
adipiscing elitcountries
of Asia (China, Japan, Korea,
India) to Europe

Transforming Greece ports into regional logistics hubs

There are several opportunities for investment in the Greek logistics sector,
driven mostly by the following:

- The growth of the Greek ports as gateways from Asia to Europe
- The planned privatization of critical logistics assets as regional
commercial ports, motorways and rail infrastructure
- Continued investment in the improvement of rail and road
infrastructure, including the accomplished and ongoing
investments in several major motorway projects
- The opportunity for majorLorem
global
toadipiscing
use Greece
as
ipsummanufacturers
dolor sit amet, consectetuer
elit
an assembly, logistics and quality assurance center for their
products manufactured in Asia and sold in Europe

The potentiality of ArabHellenic future collaboration
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With the current initiatives to connect the Arab world
economically and create an Arabic economic cluster, and
having free trade areas between the Arab countries to
stimulate trade and growth, international cooperation is
a very important factor that must be taken into account

Greece could be the Arab gate to the European union
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